The basic objective of this paper is to present the relevant methodological and practical aspects of forming the unified external network equivalent. This equivalent consistently respects the effects of primary voltage and frequency control of external power system, including the real possibilities and limitations, as well as the effects of possible action of under frequency load shedding or under frequency protection of generator. The first practical experience in the application of the equivalent has been gained on an example of the synchronous parallel operation of the 2nd UCTE Synchronous Zone. The results obtained show a very good accuracy of unified external network equivalent formed and also show the very high speed of steady-state security assessment in context of real interconnection.
Introduction
W ITH the increased use of security calculations in networks which are embedded in larger interconnected power systems, the need for an adequate representation of the neighboring power systems has become more and more important [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ]. The Ward equivalencing procedure [1] is already in use at many utilities, as starting point. The standard Ward equivalent of a power system provides a reasonably accurate model of a power system for systems with constant injected active and reactive power on external busses. However, networks whose external system injections change greatly due to system contingencies yield Ward equivalents less accurate model of a power system. Manuscript received on February 10, 2010 . The authors are with Nikola Tesla Institute, Power System Department, 11000 Belgrade, Koste Glavinića 8a, Serbia (e-mail: dpopovic@eieent.org).
Generalized Ward equivalent [11] improved accuracy in reactive power responses of external power system. However, the influence of changes of generator active power output and active load in external system, resulting from primary frequency control, beside approach given in [5] , is not completely solved, because the relevant constraints in external system aren't taken into consideration.
The scope of this paper is description of the unified external equivalent, which takes into consideration changes of both, active and reactive power responses of external system, respecting real behaviors and constraints. This unified external equivalent improves accuracy in security assessment, which has significant importance, especially in cases when large generator outages are considered. The additional advantage of this equivalent is opportunity to equvalencing part of internal network (for example, 110 kV network), which reduces size of analyzed model and speeds-up calculation, without any decrease in accuracy. Fig. 1 shows the interconnected power system, separated in three parts: internal system, buffer zone of external and the rest of external system. The nodal equations, partitioned according to internal (i), buffer (b) and external (e) nodes are:
Derivation of Unified External Network Equivalent
The first part of matrix Y Y Y bb consists of elements related to connections between nodes within buffer zone as well as of elements related to connections between nodes of buffer zone and nodes of internal system. The second part consists only of elements related to connections between buffer zone and external nodes.
According to Ward's method [1] , the external system can be represented by a fixed admittance equivalent network connected to the internal system at the buffer busses and by equivalent injections at those busses. Gaussian elimination of equations corresponding to the external system busses results in
After equivalencing of external system the total power exchange and power flows in internal system will be the same. However, the losses in the external network, due to buffer voltages only, will be transformed to the buffer nodes as power injections and therefore incorporated into equivalent injections.
This standard Ward equivalent is derived under the assumption that base case equivalent active and reactive power injections will be constant during changes in internal system. As far as the active power flow is concerned, this equivalent yields satisfactory results. However, the accuracy of the reactive power flows will not be sufficient, in general. As far as only network changes are concerned, the equivalent active power injections at the buffer nodes will only be influenced by minor changes of the external generator's active power outputs and the active power losses due to them. On the other hand, the equivalent reactive power injections can change considerably, because of reactive power change of both the external generators and reactive power losses due to them.
The reactive power response of external generators can be approximated by modeling of AVR machine system [11] . The equivalent linearized machine circuit is given in Fig. 2 . Using this equivalent generator model, the interconnected system can be represented as shown in Fig. 3 . 
Elimination of equations corresponding to both external and external generator nodes yields
By respecting following identities, derived in [11] 
generalized Ward equivalent can be stated as follows
The only difference between generalized and standard Ward equivalent is the introduction of the additional injections at the buffer nodes, which reflect reactive response of the external generators transformed to the buffer nodes. As derived in [11] , these additional buffer injections can be approximated as follows:
where ∆|V b | represents buffer voltage magnitude changes. These additional buffer injections can be represented as follows
which two parts can be considered as the result of the reduction of two different networks, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . As the shunt admittances of the first part of (8) will be nearly zero, the total shunt admittances will be given by those of grounded network. If Y Y Y ex represents diagonal matrix of these shunt admittances generalized Ward equivalent will be simplified to the extended Ward equivalent, given by
The crucial difference between generalized and extended Ward equivalents is fact that in generalized equivalent the additional reactive power injection at each buffer node is a function of all buffer voltages, while in extended equivalent each injection is a function of the corresponding buffer voltage only. The standard Ward equivalent is obtained by neglecting matrix Y Y Y ex .
This equivalent still doesn't respect changes in active power output of external generators in cases of generator outages in internal system. Generator outage, especially outage of large generator unit, causes changes in frequency. Respecting frequency changes, generator active power output and active load are
Introducing vector of primary frequency control constants
incremental DC load flow model can be extended by respecting frequency, as variable, as follows: 
where γ indicates reference node. Eliminating equations corresponding to external system yields 
(13)
Subvector K K K B represents equivalent primary frequency control constants (or frequency response characteristic of the individual units and loads), in buffer zone. In the same way, the lower and upper limits of active power of generator in external systems are transformed to the buffer zone, e.g.
∆P P P min B = ∆P P P min b −B B B BE ∆P P P min e ; ∆P P P max B = ∆P P P max b −B B B BE ∆P P P max e .
On this way, generators in external system will be transformed in to the buffer nodes. The important feature of those equivalent generators is their real behaviors, which have great practical importance. Introduction of these equivalent generators in generalized Ward equivalent results in unified external network equivalent.
Practical Application of Developed Equivalent
The first practical experiences in the application of the developed equivalent have been gained on an example of the synchronous parallel operation of the EPSs of Serbia and Montenegro (CS), Romania (RO), Bulgaria (BG), Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (MK), Greece (GR) and Albania (AL), on the basis of data given in study 19 . Fig. 5 shows the interconnection in the Second UCTE Synchronous Zone, which was operating as an "island" with respect to the UCTE interconnection. Before forming the unified external network equivalent, the initial number of generators (NG) was 79, while the total number of nodes (N) was 616. After elimination of all the nodes in neighboring systems (instead of boundary) and all nodes 110 kV in power system of Serbia and Montenegro, NG=16 and N=125. The main characteristics of this unified equivalent are illustrated in Table 1 . It gives active and reactive power flows through interconnecting lines from Serbia and Montenegro after outage of one unit in TPP N. Tesla B (CS), with injection loss of 600 MW. Also, this table gives the quasi-stationary values of frequency. The subscript "0" corresponds to the complete interconnection and subscripts "1", "2" and "3", to the case of number of nodes in buffer zone. The nodes in buffer zone are as follows: The results show a very good accuracy of the unified external network equivalent. Next, Table 2 shows the main features of equivalent generators of 110 kV network equivalent in Serbia and Montenegro. The equivalent generators are connected to internal boundary nodes (i.e. 110 kV nodes in power stations 400(220)/110 kV). Table 2 shows the main features of equivalent generators of 110 kV network equivalent in Serbia and Montenegro. The equivalent generators are connected to internal boundary nodes (i.e. 110 kV nodes in substations 400(220)/110 kV). In cases when there are no generators in local 110 kV network, equivalent generators practically don't exist (i.e. their primary frequency control constants and active power output ranges are zeroes). Applying this equivalent methodology in 110 kV network of internal system, beside equivalencing of external network, greatly reduces size of the model and significantly speeds-up calculations.
The equivalent generators, described in this equivalent, have real behaviors, which improve accuracy in security assessment, transfer capability evaluation, etc. The improvement of accuracy is significant especially in power systems with large number of small generator units, connected to lower voltage levels, such as 110 kV network. Such small generator units can have sufficient participation in primary frequency control and their influence shouldn't be neglected. 
Conclusions
The relevant methodological and practical aspects of forming the unified external network equivalent are presented. This equivalent takes into consideration changes in both active and reactive power output of external generators. The results show a very good accuracy of the unified external network equivalent proposed. The equivalent generators, described in this equivalent, have real dynamic behaviors with respect of real constraints, which greatly improve accuracy in security assess-ment, transfer capability evaluation, etc. Beside eqivalencing of external network, applying this equivalent methodology in part of network of internal system (for example 110 kV network) greatly reduces size of the system, which offers greater speed of calculations, without any decrease in accuracy.
